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Greg is founder of “The Supply Chain Risk Management Consortium”—a group of (19) companies providing education, assessment tools and consulting services in support of supply chain risk management projects and enterprise-wide risk management. Greg is also VP/Principal for Shertrack LLC. He has been a supply chain executive for over 25 years with several Fortune 100 companies and spent seven years as an IBM supply chain Executive Consultant. He has presented papers on and has managed consulting engagements in supply chain management, Risk Management, Predictive Analytics, Probabilistic Modeling, Lean/Six Sigma and Theory of Constraints throughout the US and around the globe. Greg was APICS’ 1997 International Society President. He is well published, a frequent speaker at conferences, seminars, webinars and dinner meetings. Greg speaks over 20 times per year and has authored over 100 articles in major supply chain magazines and journals.

Greg began teaching operations management at the University of Scranton and has been guest lecturer at ASU, St. Johns University and Rutgers University. Greg is presently a member of the Business Analytics Roundtable for Villanova University, he has been a member of the Board of Advisors for Rutgers University’s Supply Chain Undergraduate Program and he is Executive in Residence at Lehigh University and has been facilitating Supply Chain Risk Management public workshops and the new APICS supported Risk CERTIFICATE workshops around the globe for over four years. He has also been teaching classic financial ERM, Enterprisewide Risk Management at Villanova, within their Executive MBA program. Greg is a co-developer of a Firstof-a-Kind Certification in Supply Chain Resilience, SC-R, out of The Logistics Institute of Canada. He and Dr Robert Trent, Director for Supply Chain Management at Lehigh, have published a new book—“Supply Chain Risk Management: An Emerging Discipline.” Greg is certified CPIM, CSP in systems and a Theory of Constraints certified Jonah. He holds a B.S. in Operations Research and Computer Science from Penn State University and did his graduate work at Lake Forest College.